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THE SQUEEZE SYSTEM

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

WHAT ARE THE 
SQUEEZE AND 
SPOON SYSTEMS?

* The Squeeze system is an integral 
part of the soldier’s equipment, 
working together with all other parts 
that the soldier is carrying.

* The Squeeze ballistic protection and 
carry system is as a modular system 
where different components can be 
used depending on the mission, 
threat level and the climate. It is 
designed to be comfortable, fit 
tightly, easy to wear, adjust and use, 
not to restrict your movements and 
to be as cool as possible.

* The Squeeze system minimizes the 
logistical burden by having only two 
lengths for the vest and only three 
widths of the side panel. With these 
five components you will fit 90% of 
the users.

* The combat belt fitted with the 
Spoon system transfers the bulk of 
the weight from the Squeeze 
system and backpack to the belt. 

* A ballistic panel can be used inside 
the combat belt to increase the 
protected area.

* The Squeeze system will work with 
your weapon, helmet, radio, wires, 
ear defenders and other pieces of 
personal equipment.

* Different backpacks and bags for 
personal and team equipment are 
designed to be carried at the same 
time as the Squeeze system. The 
bags and backpacks are easy to 
attach and detach and they are as 
comfortable as possible to carry 
together with the Squeeze system.

* The combat belt is also used as the 
hip belt for our 90/120L backpack.
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THE SQUEEZE SYSTEM

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

Squeeze plate carrier with Quick 
adjust and Velcro closure.

Squeeze Long Ballistic vest with side 
panel pouches and zipper closure.

Squeeze Ballistic vest with 3 row 
cumberband and MOLLE panel.

A COMBINATION OF 
DIFFERENT PARTS

The different parts can be combined 
in many different ways depending 
on the threat, the mission and the 
environment.

Ballistic yoke with throat 
protection

Small ballistic sleeve set

Squeeze ballistic vest

Squeeze Velcro closure

Squeeze zipper closure

Squeeze side panel pouch 
set

Combat belt with ballistic 
panel

Ballistic groin protection
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FEATURES ON THE SQUEEZE VEST

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

Loop Velcro on the inside to 
connect to the ballistic yoke.

Removable padded shoulders with 
cable channels. 
Velcro closed flaps protects your 
earpiece when it is not used.

MOLLE webbing on the front and 
back.

Velcro allows you to attach unit and 
individual patches.

Pockets for up to 26,5x34 cm hard 
plates the vests and 25x32 cm in 
the plate carrier. The pockets also 
holds ballistic panels.

An attachment point for a repair 
buckle is placed under the top 
MOLLE webbing’s on the front. In 
the buckles you can attach our 
chest rig.

An elastic cord runs along the edge. 
Under this cord, you can secure 
cables and the hydration tube.

Zipper or Velcro closure can be 
attached in each side..

There are two different ways to 
close and tighten the carrier: Quick 
adjust or side panel pouches.
The side panel pouches have an 
elastic string in the back to sit 
flexible and tight on the body.

Clean inside to be as comfortable 
as possible and not to catch in your 
uniform when you put it on or take 
it off.
Soft ridges are sewn on the inside 
to increase comfort and ventilation.
Fabric, not mesh is used under the 
ridges to protect the ballistic panels.

The length is adjusted in the 
shoulder straps and .the width is 
adjusted with the side closure 
system.

MOLLE webbing on the back.

Back pocket for the closure system.

The Squeeze plate carrier is 
selected when you want a small 
profile.
The Squeeze ballistic vest will fit 
users, male or female from 160 cm 
to 190 cm length.
The long ballistic vest will fit longer 
users.
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ACCESSORIES FOR SQUEEZE

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

Velcro closure attached on the vest 
and the side panel pouch. Fast and 
easy to open. 
Can be attached to the Quick 
adjust or in the Side panel pouch.

Zipper closure attached on the vest 
and the side panel pouch. Silent 
and secure.
Can be attached to the Quick 
adjust or in the Side panel pouch.

Side panel pouch with or without a 
NIJIIIA panel. It comes in three 
lengths, 7, 9 or 11 MOLLE slots.

Spoon sleeve attached in the back 
of the Squeeze.

The long Spoon is inside the Spoon 
sleeve.

The combat belt with a Spoon 
garage on the back. 
On the inside of the Combat belt a 
ballistic NIJIIIA panel can be placed.

Velcro closure with the flap open 
and the Velcro patch exposed.

This flap is closed over the Quick 
adjust.

Squeeze Quick adjust is easy and 
fast to adjust. 
Pouches can be attached on the 
narrow webbing’s in the side.
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EXTRA PROTECTION

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

Ballistic yoke with collar and throat 
protection in NIJIIIA.
The throat protection can be 
removed.
Easy to attach and remove.

Ballistic sleeves to protect the upper 
arms and the armpit in NIJIIIA..
The sleeves are attached to the 
ballistic yoke or directly to the 
Squeeze. They move freely and will 
not restrict your arm movements.

Side panels to protect your sides 
and hold the Squeeze together.
A NIJIIIA panel can be carried in the 
side panel pouches.
A 15L cm hard plate can also be 
carried in the side panel pouches.

The Crotch protection is attached in 
the front of the Squeeze. NIJIIIA 
protection.
It is shaped to protect without 
restricting your leg movements. It 
can be hanging down or be 
connected between your legs with 
the elastic strap.

The Spoon sleeve is attached in the 
back of the Squeeze.

A Combat belt with a NIJIIIA panel. 

Spoon garage to transfer the weight 
from the Squeeze to the hips.

The back Crotch protection is 
attached in the Combat belt. It can 
also be attached in the Squeeze 
back panel.
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FULL EXTRA PROTECTION

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

Ballistic yoke with collar and throat 
protection in NIJIIIA.
The throat protection can be 
removed.
Easy to attach and remove.

Ballistic sleeves to protect the upper 
arms and the armpit in NIJIIIA..
The sleeves are attached to the 
ballistic yoke or directly to the 
Squeeze. They move freely and will 
not restrict your arm movements.

Side panels to protect your sides 
and hold the Squeeze together.
A NIJIIIA panel can be carried in the 
side panel pouches.
A 15L cm hard plate can also be 
carried in the side panel pouches.

The Crotch protection is attached in 
the front of the Squeeze. NIJIIIA 
protection.
It is shaped to protect without 
restricting your leg movements. It 
can be hanging down or be 
connected between your legs with 
the elastic strap.

Ballistic lower arm protection in 
NIJIIIA.
One size fits all.

Ballistic  thigh protection in NIJIIIA.

Ballistic shin protection in NIJIIIA has 
inside pockets for hard ballistic 
plates.
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SQUEEZE PLATE CARRIER -17 
SIZE 1 .  17-000844-XX-001

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

Material
Fabric: 100% polyamide PU coated
Webbing: 100% polyamide or 100% 
polyester
Foam: Polyethylene

Weight 0,83 kg
Complete with front cover, back 
cover and a pair of shoulder covers.

Measurements
Front height 33 x width 26 cm.
Back height 37 x width 27 cm.
The front area is 775 cm2.
The back area is 825 cm2.

Black= 17-00944-01-001

Grey= 17-00944-09-001

Olive= 17-00944-17-001

Multicam= 17-00944-56-001

Parts in each product

One plate carrier front cover One pair of shoulder covers with 
foam.

One plate carrier back cover
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SQUEEZE BALLISTIC VEST-17 
SIZE 2. 17-000844-XX-002

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

33
0

260

37
0

270

Material
Fabric: 100% polyamide PU coated
Webbing: 100% polyamide or 100% 
polyester
Foam: Polyethylene

Weight 0,95 kg
Complete with front cover, back 
cover and a pair of shoulder covers.

Measurements
Front height 34 x width 40 cm.
Back height 41 x width 34 cm.
The front area is 1100 cm2.
The back area is 1100 cm2.

Black= 17-00944-01-002

Grey= 17-00944-09-002

Olive= 17-00944-17-002

Multicam= 17-00944-56-002

34
0

400

41
0

340

Parts in each product

One ballistic vest front cover. One pair of shoulder covers with 
foam.

One ballistic vest back cover.
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SQUEEZE BALLISTIC VEST-17 
SIZE 3. 17-000844-XX-003

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

Material
Fabric: 100% polyamide PU coated
Webbing: 100% polyamide or 100% 
polyester
Foam: Polyethylene

Weight 1,0 kg
Complete with front cover, back 
cover and a pair of shoulder covers.

Measurements
Front height 39 x width 40 cm.
Back height 46 x width 34 cm
The front area is 1230 cm2.
The back area is 1430 cm2..

Black= 17-00944-01-003

Grey= 17-00944-09-003

Olive= 17-00944-17-003

Multicam= 17-00944-56-003

39
0

400

46
0

340

One long ballistic vest front cover. One pair of shoulder covers with 
foam.

One long ballistic vest back cover.

Parts in each product
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ACCESSORIES

86-01487
Squeeze zipper closure -17

86-01487-01-000 Black
86-01487-09-000 Grey
86-01487-56-000 MultiCam

86-01488
Squeeze Velcro closure -17

86-01488-01-000 Black
86-01488-09-000 Grey
86-01488-56-000 MultiCam

26-01102
Squeeze quick adjust set -17

26-01102-01-000 Black
26-01102-09-000 Grey
26-01102-56-000 MultiCam

26-02027A
MOLLE Front panel 1.0

26-02027A01-000  Black
26-02027A09-000  Grey
26-02027A56-000  MultiCam

86-01948A09-000
Elastic cumberband w 
compartments 1.0

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

84-00984
Squeeze side panel pouch set-17.
Size 05, 07, 09 or 11.

84-00984-01-0xx Black
84-00984-09-0xx Grey
84-00984-56-0xx MultiCam

26-02012A
3 row Cumberband 1.0
Size 8 or 10
68-02012A01-0XX  Black
68-02012A09-0XX  Grey
68-02012A56-0XX  MultiCam 

86-02026A
Squeeze buckle closure 1.0

86-01487-01-000 Black
86-01487-09-000 Grey
86-01487-56-000 MultiCam

Black= xx-xxxxx-01-000 Grey= xx-xxxxx-09-000Olive= xx-xxxxx-17-000 Multicam= xx-xxxxx-56-000



25-01034-09-000
25 mm Stealth repair buckle pair
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ACCESSORIES 

26-01254
Spoon garage -17

26-01254-01-000 Black
26-01254-09-000 Grey
26-01254-56-000 MultiCam

26-01254A
Double Spoon garage 2.0

26-01254A01-000 Black
26-01254A09-000 Grey
26-01254A56-000 MultiCam

26-01221-01-000
Long spoon -17

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

26-01303
Spoon sleeve -17

26-01303-01-000 Black
26-01303-09-000 Grey
26-01303-05-000 TAN499

Black= xx-xxxxx-01-000 Grey= xx-xxxxx-09-000Olive= xx-xxxxx-17-000 Multicam= xx-xxxxx-56-000
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ADD ON PROTECTION

13-00116
Modular combat belt-12

13-00116-XX-012 Small
13-00116-XX-013 Medium
13-00116-XX-014 Large
13-00116-XX-015 XLarge

85-01314A  NIJIIIA
Ballistic lower arm protection -16. 

85-01314A01-000 Black
85-01314A09-000 Grey
85-01314A56-000 MultiCam
Panel no: 81-01314-01-000

85-01315A  NIJIIIA
Ballistic shin protection -16.

85-01315A01-000 Black
85-01315A09-000 Grey
85-01315A56-000 MultiCam
Panel no: 81-01315-01-000

85-01153  NIJIIIA
Ballistic thigh protection -15

85-01153-01-000 Black
85-01153-09-000 Grey
85-01153-56-000 MultiCam
Panel no: 81-01153-01-000

85-01450A  NIJIIIA
Ballistic yoke cover -18

85-01450A01-000 Black
85-01450A09-000 Grey
85-01450A56-000 MultiCam
Panel: 81-01512-01-000

85-01448   NIJIIIA
Wide ballistic groin protection set -17

85-01448-01-000 Black
85-01448-09-000 Grey
85-01448-56-000 MultiCam
Panel: 81-01448-01-000

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

85-00009       NIJIIIA, 1430 cm2
Ballistic groin protection set -12
.
85-00009-01-000 Black
85-00009-09-000 Grey
85-00009-56-000 MultiCam

Panel: 81-00231-01-000

85-00338B NIJIIIA, 850 cm2
Small ballistic sleeve set -18

85-00338-01-000 Black
85-00338-09-000 Grey
85-00338-56-000 MultiCam

Panel no: 81-00239-01-000

85-00418  NIJIIIA
Large ballistic sleeve set -09

85-00418-01-000 Black
85-00418-09-000 Grey
85-00418-56-000 MultiCam

Panel no: 81-00418-01-000

Black= xx-xxxxx-01-000 Grey= xx-xxxxx-09-000Olive= xx-xxxxx-17-000 Multicam= xx-xxxxx-56-000
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BALLISTIC COMPONENTS

82-00016-01-000 NIJIV
Stand alone shooters Ballistic plate
 
This hard plate can be used with or 
without our NIJIIIA panels.

Measurements: Weight:
25 x 30 cm 2,6 kg

81-00663  NIJIIIA 
Ballistic side panel set 

81-00663-01-007 Size 7 
81-00663-01-009  Size 9
81-00663-01-011  Size 11

Measurements: Protected
Size HxW area:
7 17x27 cm 430 cm2
9 17x35 cm 570 cm2
11 17x43 cm 710 cm2

81-00594  NIJJIIIA
Ballistic insert for Combat belt 

81-00594-01-012   Small
81-00594-01-013   Medium
81-00594-01-014   Large
81-00594-01-015   XLarge

Protected area: 
M: 690, L: 770 cm2

81-00945  NIJIIIA 
Squeeze ballistic panel set -15.

81-00945-01-001 Size 1
81-00945-01-002 Size 2
81-00945-01-003 Size 3

Measurements (height x width):
Size Front Back
1 33x26 cm 37x27 cm
2 34x40 cm 41x34 cm
3 39x40 cm 46x34 cm

Protected areas:
Size Front Back
1 770 cm2 820 cm2
2 1120 cm2 1110 cm2
3 1230 cm2 1430 cm2

82-01232-01-000 NIJIII+
Ballistic stand alone plate

This hard plate can be used with or 
without our NIJIIIA panels.

Measurements: Weight:
25 x 30 cm 1,9 kg

82-01133-01-000 NIJIV 
Ballistic 15x15 plate

Stand alone Ballistic plate .
This hard plate can be used with or 
without our NIJIIIA panels. 

Measurements: Weight:
15 x 15 cm    1,1 kg 

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM
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PARTS IN THE SYSTEM
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A COMBINATION OF 
DIFFERENT PARTS !
The parts can be combined in 
different ways depending on the 
threat, the mission and the 
environment.

A= 85-00009       
Ballistic groin protection set -12

B= 13-00116
Modular combat belt-12

C= 26-01254
Spoon garage -17

D= 26-01221
Long spoon -17

E= 26-01303
Spoon sleeve -17

F= 84-00984
Squeeze side panel pouch set-17

G= 86-01488
Squeeze Velcro closure -17

H= 86-01487
Squeeze zipper closure -17

I= 86-02026A
Squeeze buckle closure 1.0

J= 26-01102
Squeeze quick adjust set -17

K= 17-00944
Squeeze ballistic vest -17

L= 85-01450  
Ballistic yoke -18

M= 85-00338B 
Small ballistic sleeve set -18

N= 85-01314A  
Ballistic lower arm protection -16 

O= 85-01153  
Ballistic  thigh protection -15

P= 85-01315A  
Ballistic shin protection -16

A

A

B

C

D

M
L

K

J

HG
F

E

GH

PP

O

K

N M N

H HG G

O

II

II
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CONFIGURATIONS

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

WITH S IDE PANEL POUCH AND ZIPPER CLOSURE

WITH QUICK ADJUST AND VELCRO CLOSURE

WITH VELCRO CLOSURE AND SOME ADD ON PROTECTION

WITH S IDE PANEL POUCH,  Z IPPER CLOSURE,  COMBAT BELT AND 
SPOON
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CONFIGURATIONS

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

WITH 3 ROW CUMBERBAND AND MOLLE PANEL

WITH ELASTIC ELASTIC CUMBERBAND W COMPARTMENTS AND BUCKLE 
CLOSURE

WITH MOLLE PANEL AND ALL ADD ON PROTECTION
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DETAILS ON SQUEEZE

A repair buckle can be attached in 
each side in  the top of the front.
Attach the buckles from the 
backpack in these.

The inside of the front and back 
cover is made in nylon fabric and 
have ridges in foam and mesh to be 
as comfortable as possible. This also 
makes the plate carrier feel cooler.

The top of the front and back 
cover have loop Velcro to attach to 
the ballistic yoke.

The back pouch is attached with 50 
mm gate keeper buckles.
They are easy to open and close 
and very strong.

In the top of the front and the back 
an opening with Velcro closure is 
placed in each corner.
Thread you cables or tubes through 
these openings when needed.

This hard plate is shown inside the 
cover. It is adjusted to be placed as 
high as possible.
It can also be adjusted lower.

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

Along the edge of the front panel an 
elastic cord is placed. 

There are holes cut behind the 
MOLLE webbing to route the 
comms wires through. 
Store and route exess wires inside 
the vest.

On the front repair buckles can be 
attached.
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QUICK ADJUST

Close the press-buttons on the flap Insert the flap and close it with the 
Velcro.
Make sure that the red markings 
are aligned.

Open the flap on the back cover 
and attach the Quick adjust set on 
the middle of the Velcro loop patch. 

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

Pull the free ends of the narrow 
webbing’s again so the plate carrier 
sits really tight on your body.
Attach pouches on the narrow 
webbing, in the sides if you want 
to.

Pull the narrow webbing ends. You 
should have about 40 cm hanging 
end on the 10 mm webbing.
Pull the other end of the 10 mm 
webbing through the eye let, so the 
Squeeze sits tight around your body. 
Make a knot on the webbing too 
keep it tight.
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SIDE PANEL POUCHES 
ATTACHING THE SIDE PANEL POUCHES.

The Squeeze is very easy to tighten. 
Pull the narrow webbing down or 
forward and the side panels are 
pulled back, making the plate 
carrier tight around your body.

Close the press-buttons on the flap Insert the flap and close it with the 
Velcro.
Make sure that the red markings 
are aligned.

Open the flap on the back cover 
and attach the side panel set on the 
middle of the Velcro loop patch. 
Make sure that the buckles in the 
sides of the side panel pouch are 
facing down.

Close the closures.
Buckle/zipper or Velcro.

Donning:
Grab the plate carrier and put it over 
your head.

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

Close the closures.Pull the ends of the narrow 
webbing’s and make sure the side 
panel pouches slide in an out.
On the picture above the left side 
has been pulled in and the right 
side is fully extended.

Finished
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3 ROW CUMBERBAND
AND ELASTIC CUMBERBAND.

Attach the vest part of the buckle 
closure on the front of the vest.
Adjust the elastic cumberband on 
the backpanel until the vest fits 
perfectly.

Open the flap on the back cover 
and attach the 3 row cumberband 
back panel.
The elastic cord may be routed 
through any of the MOLLE webbing 
positions for different size 
adjustments.

The cumberbands can be adjusted 
in 2 ways:
1. Tighten or keep make the elastic 
cord long. A= long cord.
2. Attach the elastic cord in 
different positions. B= Longer 
cumberband position than A.

26-02012A
3 row Cumberband 1.0
Size 8 or 10

Open the back flap and attach the 
Elastic cumberband.
Adjust the placement to fit you.

86-01948A09-000
Elastic cumberband w 
compartments 1.0

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

Attach the right cumberband (A) in 
a zig-zag fashion as shown above.

Long elastic cords as shown above 
gives more flexibillity.

To make the cumberband as short 
as possible they can overlap.

Attach the left side cumberband on 
the right side.

3 ROW CUMBERBAND

ELASTIC CUMBERBAND

A

B

A

A

Attach the right side cumberband 
(A) on the left side.

A
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SQUEEZE CLOSURES

Attach the flaps where the side 
Velcro patches are supposed to land 
when you close the vest.
The adjustment in size is done in 
the side, not with the Velcro 
closure.

When you attach the vest piece, 
fold the hook Velcro, it makes it 
easier to push it into the slots.

The zip closure is two vest pieces 
and two side pieces.

The Velcro closure is two flaps and 
two side Velcro patches.
The Velcro patches are attached in 
the side panels or the Quick adjust 
and the flaps are attached on the 
vest/plate carrier.

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

In an emergency it is easy to 
quickly open the sides. Just pull the 
cord in the zipper puller up and the 
sides are released.

To get rid of the ballistic gap in the 
side/front, attach the zip closure in 
the second row of MOLLE webbing 
in the side. The zip closure can also 
be attached at the end of the vest 
for maximum width.

The zip piece is attached as shown. 
Thread the webbing through the 
MOLLE webbing’s on the front/side 
of the vest.

First you attach the side Velcro 
patches in the side panel/Quick 
adjust, then you put on the vest and 
try it out. 
Decide where you want the side 
Velcro panels to land on the vest.

The plate carrier is closed with a 
zipper in each side.
The zipper is easy to close and 
open because we have placed it 
upside down.

ZIPPER CLOSURE

VELCRO CLOSURE
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SQUEEZE CLOSURES

86-01488, Velcro closure -17
can be used together with the 
MOLLE panel like this.

Push it through the next MOLLE 
webbing on the vest.

86-02026A Buckle closure.
Two sets are required.

26-02027A, MOLLE panel
Attach it like shown above.
The webbings connecting MOLLE 
panel and vest can be woven like 
the webbing to the left or like the 
other two on the right side.

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

Fold the Velcro hook and over and 
under the top 25 mm webbing on 
the buckle closure.
Connect the hook Velcro with the 
loop Velcro.

Continue until the complete buckle 
closure is attached to the vest.

Note the direction of the buckle.

Try out the vest and place the buckle 
closure in the correct position for 
your size.
Beging by pushing the 40 mm 
webbing through the lowest MOLLE 
webbing on the vest. Push it 
through the buckle closure next.

26-0201A, 3 row cumberband can 
be used together with the MOLLE 
panel like this.

All MOLLE webbings on teh vest 
and the buckle closure should be 
woven together like this. 

BUCKLE CLOSURE

MOLLE PANEL CLOSURE



ADJUSTING THE WIDTH 
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ADJUSTING SQUEEZE

Adjust the height of the Spoon 
sleeve and Combat belt so the 
shoulder covers are hanging free.
70-80% of the weight should if 
possible be carried on the combat 
belt.

Close the Velcro adjusted shoulder 
strap and make sure it is securely 
attached.

Pull the plate carrier to make sure 
the shoulder straps are securely 
attached.

Close the shoulder covers if they 
are used. 

Open up the flaps of the shoulder 
covers. 
Open the Velcro adjusted shoulder 
strap and adjust to the proper 
length.

The Plate carrier can be worn 
without the shoulder covers.

Close the shoulder covers.

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

The same plate carrier with the 
side panel pouches extended for 
larger users.

A plate carrier with the side panel 
pouches pulled in to be tight.

The width is easily adjusted with the 
narrow webbing in each side. When 
you pull it, the side panels or narrow 
webbing in the sides is pulled back, 
making the plate carrier sit tight 
around your body.

ADJUSTING THE HEIGHT
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ATTACHING EXTRA PROTECTION

All parts attached.

Close the Velcro to secure the yoke 
on the plate carrier .

Attach the Velcro straps from the 
throat protection through the 
webbing’s on the front. 
Fold up and attach the webbing’s 
on the Velcro on the outside of the 
throat protection.

Place the plate carrier over the yoke.
Connect the Velcro on the vest with 
the Velcro on the yoke..
Open the channel on top of the 
yoke.

Pull the groin protection parts to 
make sure that they are securely 
attached. 

The back groin protection panel is 
attached as shown in the back.
This groin protection only fits size 2 
and 3. It can also be attached in the 
Combat belt.

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

The front groin protection panel is 
attached as shown in the front.
This groin protection only fits size 2 
and 3.

Attach the sleeves through the 
webbing’s on the top of the yoke.

The sleeves can move up and 
down on the webbing to allow a 
full range of movements.

Attach the extra front straps to 
secure the corners of the throat 
protection.
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CONNECTING THE SPOON

The flap is closed.
The long Spoon is inserted into the 
Spoon sleeve.
The long Spoon is inserted into the 
Spoon garage on the combat belt.

Put the attachment webbing’s 
through the horizontal webbing on 
the back of the Spoon garage and 
again in the combat belt.

Put the attachment webbing’s 
under the blue webbing in the 
bottom of the Spoon garage.

Put the attachment webbing’s 
through the MOLLE webbing on the 
middle back of your combat belt. 

The Spoon sleeve attached high for 
a shorter back.

Open the flap on the back of the 
cove.
The Spoon sleeve attached low for a 
tall back.

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

In the double spoon garage two 
long spoons can be carried.
One for the vest and one curved 
for a backpack.

The long Spoon can move in the 
Spoon garage.

Push the end of the attachment 
webbing back, under the 25 mm 
webbing on the Spoon garage.

Pull the Spoon garage to make sure 
it is securely attached,
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ATTACHING EQUIPMENT

Cable ties can be placed in the 
shoulder cover and then in the back 
pocket.
The hydration tube can be secured 
under the elastic cord on the 
shoulder covers.

The hydration tube can be threaded 
under the elastic cord on the 
shoulder covers and the elastic cord 
on the top of the front.

A PTT box can be attached in the 
MOLLE webbing on the front.

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

The elastic cord in the sides of the 
vest can be used to secure the 
comms wire and antenna.

Pouches are attached on the 
narrow webbing’s under your arm.
Attach them in the top of the 
pouch and as far down on the 
pouch as possible.

Shoulder cover for storing your ear 
piece,
This protects them when not in use 
so you don't destroy them.

A 30L specialist backpack attached 
with the repair buckles.

The MOLLE panel attached to the 
Squeeze plate carrier.

Different sets of pouches can be 
attached on the MOLLE panel to 
make it easy and fast to change 
configuration depending on what 
weapon you carry.
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ATTACHING EQUIPMENT

Close the gate keeper. Close all the 
flaps on the shoulder cover.
Note that the rifle sling holder is 
outside the most forward flap. 
Pull the rifle sling holder to make 
sure it is securely attached.

If you have good magazine pouches 
they can be attached up side down 
on the front.
That makes the changing of 
magazines faster and the pouches 
above will not block the magazines.

Velcro area in the top right corner 
on the back for patches.

In the configuration above there are 
pouches for two radios, three 
grenades, five magazines, one first 
aid kit, one CAT, one binocular, one 
zipped pouch for power bars etc 
and one for technical gear like NVG, 
glasses, batteries etc. 

WWW.SNIGEL.SE SQUEEZE PROTECTION AND CARRY SYSTEM

To attach the RSWA-09 rifle sling 
holder you need a 50 mm gate 
keeper buckle.

Insert the rifle sling holder in the 
gate keeper. 

Open all the flaps on the shoulder 
cover. Open the gate keeper and 
insert it in the 50 mm webbing loop 
on the back cover.  
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BACKPACK ATTACHMENT
WORKS WITH VARIOUS SMALL BACKPACKS

Attach the self access strap on 
the backpack-2.
Attach the self access strap to the 
backpack.
Put the side release buckle back on.
Put on Velcro roll up ends, adjust 
length and secure.

Attach the backpack to the vest.
Connect the backpack in the lower 
end to the vest with T-bars.

Attach the buckles on Squeeze.
Attach the slotted or repair buckles 
in the webbing loops at your 
shoulders.

Female on your left shoulder.

What you need.
One backpack.

One pair of repair/slotted side 
release buckles or I-bars and T-bars

One set of Duffel straps.

Put the shoulder pads behind the 
back pad or secure them to the 
back of the backpack..

Disconnect the side release buckles 
on the shoulder pads and make the 
shoulder straps as long as possible.

Attach the backpack to the vest.
Attach the self access straps/duffel 
straps to the buckles on the front 
of the vest/plate carrier.

Attach the Self access strap -1.
Remove the Velcro and side release 
buckle from the Duffel strap.

Attach the backpack to the vest.
Use the shoulder straps as a belt  
and close them in the front.


